American Library Association
Committee on Research and Statistics (CORS)
2011 Annual Conference, New Orleans, LA
Agenda

Sunday, June 26, 2010 from 1:30-3:30 pm, Hilton, Durham

Meeting Management: 1:30-1:45pm

1. Introductions
2. Approval of minutes from Midwinter Meeting 2011 (San Diego, CA)
3. Approval of agenda for Annual Conference (New Orleans)
4. Courtney Young, ALA Executive Board Liaison Report

Continuing Business: 1:45-2:20pm

5. Report of chair (Hughes-Hassell)
   a. 2011 Annual Conference Program reminder: Monday, June 27th 10:30-noon, MCC-Rm 397. “Maybe it has already been done: Locating existing data for planning, assessment and advocacy.” The program is designed to let people know about various sources of data and where they might find it. It is planned for the beginning practitioner.
   b. ALA Research Series – appointment of two new members to the ALA Research Series Peer Review Panel

6. 2012 CORS program (Committee update by Jeanne Boyle, Sunny Kim, Keith Curry Lance, Sandra Hughes-Hassell, and Anne Houston)

7. Report of staff liaison (Bourdon) – ALA Office for Research & Statistics update

8. Education Assembly report (Boyle)

9. NISO Report (Lance)

New Business: 2:20am-3:00 pm

10. CORS member round robin

11. Agency updates:
    a. IMLS (Carlos Manjerrez)
    b. NCES (Tai Phan)

New Business – Research in more depth: 3:00-3:30 pm

“NCES academic library and IPEDS correlation research,” Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, ACRL President, 2010-2011, Coordinator for Information Literacy Services and Instruction, University Library University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Dave Schwieder, (Internship), Coordinator for Information and Literacy Services and Instruction, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign